Disclaimer: This forecast and the map above are just for scientific purpose not for any political use because it might not depict the exact geographical demarcation between two or more politically independent countries.
Figure 1: Satellite image for December 2\textsuperscript{nd}, 2018 at 1800UTC

\textbf{Disclaimer:} This forecast and the map above are just for scientific purpose not for any political use because it might not depict the exact geographical demarcation between two or more politically independent countries.
Figure 2: West African Synthetic Analysis for December 2\textsuperscript{nd}, 2018 at 1800UTC

Disclaimer: This forecast and the map above are just for scientific purpose not for any political use because it might not depict the exact geographical demarcation between two or more politically independent countries.
Figure 3: Satellite image for December 3rd, 2018 at 0600UTC
Figure 4: West African Synthetic Analysis for December 3rd 2018 at 0600UTC

Disclaimer: This forecast and the map above are just for scientific purpose not for any political use because it might not depict the exact geographical demarcation between two or more politically independent countries.
Figure 5: West African Synthetic Forecast for December 4th, 2018 at 1200UTC

Disclaimer: This forecast and the map above are just for scientific purpose not for any political use because it might not depict the exact geographical demarcation between two or more politically independent countries.
Figure 6: West African Synthetic Forecast for December 5th, 2018 at 1200UTC

Disclaimer: This forecast and the map above are just for scientific purpose not for any political use because it might not depict the exact geographical demarcation between two or more politically independent countries.
Figure 7: West African Synthetic Forecast for December 6\textsuperscript{th}, 2018 at 1200UTC
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Disclaimer: This forecast and the map above are just for scientific purposes not for any political use because it might not depict the exact geographical demarcation between two or more politically independent countries.